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David Bennett, former Redington Board Member and Head of Investment 

Consulting, joins XTP 
 

[19.01.23, London] David Bennett, former Board Member and Head of Investment Consulting at 

Redington, joins XTP Ltd. as a NED and Senior Advisor. David will support XTP’s growth in the 

institutional asset owner space in the UK.  

David spent nearly 13 years at Redington where he played an integral role in growing the business 

from a start-up to one of the UK’s leading investment consulting firms. David was a Board Member, 

Head of Research, Chair of Redington's Investment Strategy Committee, and a Senior Consultant 

where he advised some of the UK's biggest and most sophisticated pension funds. 

Before Redington, he spent 24 years at Goldman Sachs, including seven years working in the 

Pensions and Insurance Strategy Group advising UK pension funds and insurance companies, and 

served as a trustee and investment committee member of the Goldman Sachs defined benefit 

pension fund. 

XTP Director Stewart Bevan said: “David brings a wealth of financial services expertise and is a highly 

regarded industry professional. As UK pension schemes strive to enhance their investment 

governance and increase returns, David’s knowledge and experience will help steer us toward 

delivering maximum value for our clients. We are delighted to have David on board.” 

David Bennett: “I was extremely impressed with the rigor and depth of XTP’s process. Their data-

driven approach delivers unique insights into the investment set-up, resulting in measurable 

efficiency gains for institutional asset owners. XTP have an excellent and highly experienced team 

and I am excited to be supporting them in executing their ambitious growth plans in the UK.” 

XTP is a specialist consultant focusing on investment transparency, cost, and risk. XTP increases net 

returns and enhances investment governance in public and private market portfolios of large 

institutional asset owners in Europe and the US.  

 

 ###  

For more information, please contact Stewart Bevan (stewart.bevan@xtp-group.com) or see 

www.xtp-group.com.  
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